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T
he top officials of  Shaheen Air are trying

to save the airline to sinking and they are

trying to make the pilot a scapegoat be-

cause within a year there were many inci-

dents happened of  crash-landing. Shaheen Air is a

second private flagship carrier of  Pakistan after PiA.

Constituted in 1993 and commenced its operations

on October 25, 1994 with 20 active aircraft in its

fleet.

Some months ago, CAA spokesperson Pervez

George said: “We have been warning Shaheen Air

for weeks to fix issues with their aircraft but they

were not listening,” he said adding that “CAA will

not compromise on safety of  passengers.”

The pilot in command of  a Shaheen Air inter-

national plane that skidded off  the runway in la-

hore earlier this month has denied that he was

intoxicated during the flight, rejecting a medical re-

port claiming he had an unacceptable level of  blood

alcohol.

Punjab police had arrested Captain Asmat

Mehmood from his residence in Karachi after a

medical report found he was intoxicated and fa-

tigued during the nl-142 Karachi to lahore flight.

The Boeing 737 carrying more than 121 passen-

gers was landing on november 3 when one of  its

tyres burst causing it to skid off  the airstrip and stop

about 1,000 feet short from the end into a grassy

patch 70 feet west of  the runway at the Allama iqbal

international Airport (AiiAP) in lahore.

Pervez George, a spokesman for the Civil Avia-

tion Authority (CAA), said that "the medical inves-

tigation reports of  cockpit crew just after the

incident revealed that the pilot in command had an

unacceptable level of  blood alcohol" and was suf-

fering from lack of  sleep.

During investigation by the Punjab police, the

pilot claimed he had not consumed alcohol during

the flight. Mehmood rejected the medical report in

his statement, claiming that he was being framed.

Mehmood said that the accident happened dur-

ing landing, and that if  he was drunk, it should have

happened during the flight.

The pilot claimed that the accident happened be-

cause the tyres burst, and that he managed to land

the aircraft safely despite the faulty landing gear.

When a Boeing 737 flying from islamabad laden

with passengers broke down on the Quetta interna-

tional Airport runway as it came in for a landing,

the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) was prompted

into grounding four aircraft of  the offending opera-

tor, Shaheen Air international (SAi).

The move came after the authority had sus-

pended another private carrier, Air indus, for disre-

garding safety guidelines.

The jets have defects ranging from a faulty fuel

barometer to rusting fuselage, officials said.

Since 2006, Pakistan has seen five aircraft

crashes in which 324 passengers and crew have been

killed. However, none of  the accidents involved ei-

ther Air indus or SAi, though at least two other pri-

vate carriers, AirBlue and Bhoja Air were involved.

CAA has often come under criticism for going

easy on cash-strapped domestic airlines even as pas-

sengers routinely complain of  flight delays due to

last-minute technical glitches in the aircraft.

“These foreign airlines have been given permis-

sion to fly to even remote cities like Turbat and

Gwadar. That’s going to kill all the domestic airlines

pretty soon,” said an official of  one of  the domestic

airlines.

A passenger of  the flight said the aircraft was fac-

ing some problems even at the time of  take off  from

Karachi’s Jinnah international Airport (JiA). He

said that the tyre of  the aircraft had broken off  on

the impact of  landing at lahore and added that the

turbulent landing had also caused luggage to fall

upon some passengers.

Another passenger said everything was alright

and fine, even until two minutes before landing

everything was alright. i am not sure what went

wrong at the time of  landing, whether it was fault

with the plane or anything else.

Director General PCAA has ordered an inquiry

to investigate the happening of  incident and the

safety investigation team has started investigation to

find the cause of  incident.

it is pertaining to mention here, this was not first

incident happened with Shaheen Air. Some months

back, a Karachi-bound Shaheen Air flight made an

emergency landing at Benazir Bhutto international

airport as one of  its engines caught fire soon after

took off.

in May 2012, the fuel tank of  a Shaheen Airline

plane set to depart for Karachi was found leaking,

leaving passengers stranded at Benazir international

Airport for over two and a half  hours.

Shortly after the Bhoja Air crash, the fuel tank

of  another Shaheen Air plane began leaking as it

was about to take off  from lahore airport.

The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) had fined

the private airline for not maintaining its aircraft ac-

cording to standards.

Some months ago, CAA asked Shaheen Air to

stop using a 25-year-old aircraft after it was denied

entry into Saudi Arabia’s airspace.

Saudi General Authority of  Civil Aviation

turned back Shaheen’s Boeing 767 claiming it did

not meet the kingdom’s aviation regulations. “The

aircraft was wet leased from Jordan and is around

25 years old,” the official said.

The airline failed to produce the required docu-

ments leading authorities to bar it from landing in

Saudi Arabia. n
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“They are trying to make the pilot a scapegoat because within a year

there were many incidents happened of crash-landing. Shaheen Air

is a second big private flagship carrier of Pakistan after PIA”

During investigation by the Punjab

police, the pilot claimed he had not

consumed alcohol during the flight.

Mehmood rejected the medical re-

port in his statement, claiming that

he was being framed

Shaheen Air makes
pilot a scapegoat
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On your marks, ready steady go! Coming to you the fall of  2015, the new Apple iPhone 6S is about to receive the biggest 
hardware update of  all "Apple S" versions. More speed, more memory, a new screen and a better camera. The latest 
version of  the predecessor is now called Apple’s next generation iPhone, which is by far the best. 6s is rumored to be in 
expansion stages with the biggest speed boost. the integrated processor of  Apple iPhone's 6s would be an A9 CPU made 
by Samsung, the cores are still unknown but according to Bloomberg it is produced using the 14nm process. Also, anoth-
er new and most welcomed update is that iPhone 6s will have two gigabyte of  RAM instead of  just one. Apple A9 
chipset along with 2GB of  RAM will help all the app junkies, Apple iphone 6s's cache in turn, would be significantly 
less forced to close apps in the background and to restart later, if  we want to use them again. Since Many "S" versions 
of  Apple that we have seen and experienced earlier, the iphone 6s have brought a greater innovation that will revolution-
ize the smartphones in a better way.

Apple iphone 6s

Huawei has unveiled new Ascend Mate S super phone in Pakistan, a phone that is equipped with the latest force 
touch feature (only available in premium version) which probably is only upgrade smartphones will see this year. 
Earlier model will be replaced by Huawei Mate S, that holds a slightly smaller 5.5inch screen as compared to 5.7 inch 
massive display screen. Full touch display and beautiful craftsmanship, Huawei's Mate S has proved that their 
designs are best from the rest. Handset comes with 3GB RAM and latest Kirin 935 processor by company itself  for 
blazing fast performance. Ascend Mate S's will be running on a lollipop Android with custom UI for better produc-
tivity. The latest update will be its front camera of  7MP that provides quality video conversations on Mate S by 
Huawei. Rear of  the phone is excellently designed with improved 20.0 megapixel snapper on top combined with 
LED flash to capture HD videos and pictures. Huawei S is built supporting power touch, allowing you to have 
personalized user experience and tons of  apps based on sensitive touch interactions.

Huawei Mate S Gold

In 2015, the South Korean company Samsung's mobile division presents us with a remarkable flagship, namely 

Galaxy S6 Edge plus that immediately attractsattention because of  its unusual design. Company does not let old users 

down with the possibility of  new items as old Smartphone still please us with their functionalities. Samsung new 

revolutionary handset S6 Edge Plus has an exceptional design in resemblance to the S6 Edge, and the most notable 

part of  the new flagship is its curves on the both sides of  the screen and such a small detail definitely attracts attention, 

also it turned out that this solution is also very useful and functional. To control S6 smartphone new gestures are 

added , and even the Edge interface has undergone some changes for the better. Despite boring us for several genera-

tions with plastic bodies and what not, S6 Edge finally gets a practical material for protection. Corning Gorilla Glass 

4 covers the S6 screen with the cutting edge technology and the back of  the smartphone is also protected with the same 

glass. So it has an edge over other devices and is also much better tolerated to scratch and shocks. 

Samsung S6 Edge Plus

Once more, Lenovo announces sleek Vibe Z2, a smartphone that meets all the modern trends of  the latest smart-

phone designs, which primarily focus on functional aesthetics. Precisely smooth lines of  Lenovo Z2 elegantly 

emphasize the chrome edges, wrapped in a gorgeous brushed aluminium casing the phone not only has an impres-

sively stunning design but also portrays a far superior performance. Vibe's Z2 is an excellent choice for those who 

appreciate high quality and want to achieve excellence in nearly about everything. Equipped with most advanced 

technologies, Vibe Z2's camera has an optical stabilizer on top of  a 13 megapixel sensor that can take great shots 

at any time of  the day. 

RS.

79,999

RS.

68,000

RS.89,999

RS.51,000

Lenovo Vibe Z2



Huawei Honor 7
Huawei speaks for itself  with Honor 7, an 
elegant addition to the line of  smart-
phones in Pakistan by the world famous 
company. High quality materials and 
modern technology of  Huawei Honor 7 is 
perfectly combined with innovative 
design. The model proudly showcases it's 
built on the tradition of  minimalism,ele-
gance and reliability. Huawei's Honor 7 is 
equipped with a thin aluminum casing, 
5.0 inch Full high definition screen and 
13.0 megapixel camera with optical image 
stabilizer (OIS). Huawei Honor 7's Power-
ful processor and ultra sharp display, It is 
possible to achieve high-quality clarity and 
brightness, along with stunningly 
high-speed performance. 

QMobile Noir Z9
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa-
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 
thing you'll get impressed with. 3G 
connectivity is a thing of  past, QMobile 
Noir Z9's smooth 4G is orchestrated by a 
powerful 1.2 GHz quad-core processor in 
combination with a 4.8 inch HD screen 
that's brightly illuminated by sharpest of  
AMOLED technology. The latest 
addition to QMobile Noir Z clan is like 
presenting elegance in the service of  
performance.  The handset uses double 
aluminium effect to reduce the visual 
thickness.

Huawei P8 Lite
World renown brand Huawei hits again 
the masses with a smaller version of  the 
famous flagship feature set. P8 Lite smart-
phone that supports two SIM-cards. The 
device is equipped with Huawei battery 
that enables P8 Lite to live longer with a 
capacity of  2,200 mAh. With full 2GB of  
RAM and huge built-in storage capacity 
of  16GB, P8 also has a slot for microSD. 
Lite version supports communication 
standards LTE Cat 4, UMTS and GSM, 
its Octa-core powerful processor HiSilicon 
Kirin 620 provides a stable continuous 
operation P8 Lite is powered by Android 
™ 5.0 with company's own proprietary 
user interface Emotion UI 3.0. The smart-
phone has a thin and slim body.

Samsung Galaxy A8
Making news! Samsung's stylish new 
smart handset, Galaxy A8 is now official 
with a sturdy body and endless possibili-
ties. It is exactly what you need as a 
modern and social user as one cannot 
afford being cut off. Samsung in Black is 
absolutely perfect for viewing and replying 
to large official emails messages, watching 
movies and playing those exciting games. 
Samsung Galaxy A series has a tradition 
of  large screens so any information would 
be displayed perfectly on its 5.7 inch 
screen with a resolution of  1080x1920 
pixels. Samsung new touch screen models 
perfectly convey sharp and bright Galaxy 
colors with perfect Galaxy responds to 
multiple simultaneous touches. Samsung 
new handset have enough in built RAM.

Microsoft Lumia 640 XL
Microsoft Devices accidently 
announced the Lumia 640 XL a sophis-
ticated, stylishand reliable smartphone 
under Microsoft Lumia family. A 
convenient and efficiently multifunc-
tional model having thin plastic body 
conceals a fast and powerful Lumia 
processor that allows you to easily and 
comfortably use the gadget for commu-
nication, entertainment and work. 
Lumia 640 is built on the platform of  a 
4-core processor Qualcomm Snapdrag-
on 400 with 1GB of  "RAM" and graph-
ics accelerator Adreno 305. Due to the 
installed operating system Windows 
Phone 8.1 users can comfortably 
control the Lumia smartphone, using 
an extensive set of  standard applica-
tions. 

CURRENT MOBILES

Above prices are subject to change as per market

Nokia Lumia 730
Your worries are over. Nokia takes care of 
your selfie needs by presenting theLumia 
730 DualSIM, turning a "Selfie" phone into 
a reality microsoft rolled it out officially at 
the pre IFA event. Nokia featured its latest 
Lumia 730 with a front 5.0 megapixel 
camera with a primary focus on selfies and 
video calling on skype. Lumia devices fitted 
with wide angle lens as 730 can easily beat 
other devices of the same genre. There are 
two variants of this phone: Lumia 735 
having 4G LTE and single sim& the other 
version is Lumia 73 supporting Dual SIM 
with 3G, 730 does not have 4G LTE and will 
carry an affordable price tag for Pakistani 
market. its strange to see the 730 still have 
the Nokia logos. 

86

Huawei 
Huawei speaks for itself  with Honor 7, an 
elegant addition to the line of  smart
phones in Pakistan by the world famous 
company. High quality materials and 
modern technology of  Huawei Honor 7 is 
perfectly combined with innovative 
design. The model proudly showcases it's 

RS.

45,499

QMobile 
QMobile presents sleek Noir Z9, the 
thinnest smartphone ever from the compa
ny. Weighing only a few grams and 
measuring barely a few millimeters the 
handset QMobile Noir Z9 can make the 
world slips under your fingers. As light as 
97g, 5.1 mm of  thickness is the very next 
thing you'll get impressed with. 3G 

RS.

19,500

World renown brand Huawei hits again 
the masses with a smaller version of  the 
famous flagship feature set. P8 Lite smart
phone that supports two SIM-cards. The 

that enables P8 Lite to live longer with a 

RS.

23,900

Samsung 
Making news! Samsung's stylish new 
smart handset, Galaxy A8 is now official 
with a sturdy body and endless possibili
ties. It is exactly what you need as a 
modern and social user as one cannot 
afford being cut off. Samsung in Black is 
absolutely perfect for viewing and replying 

RS.

42,000
RS.

22,700

Nokia 
Your worries are over. Nokia takes care of 
your selfie needs by presenting theLumia 
730 DualSIM, turning a "Selfie" phone into 
a reality microsoft rolled it out officially at 
the pre IFA event. Nokia featured its latest 
Lumia 730 with a front 5.0 megapixel 
camera with a primary focus on selfies and 

RS.

20,750
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QMobile Noir Z10
Qmobile introduces new Noir Z10, a 
powerful phone with sleek appearance. 
The phone is built with the next genera-
tion chipset technology that consumes less 
power and delivers more output. QMobile 
Noir Z10 comes with massive 3GB RAM 
that allows the phone to handle multiple 
heavy applications at the same time 
without lagging the phone a bit. You can 
find Octa-core 1.3GHz CPU embedded in 
QMobile Noir Z10's ever fast chipset 
makes it one of  the most powerful local 
phoneof  all times that is currently avail-
able in market. Android 5.1.1 lollipop 
runs out of  the box to provide users of  
new QMobile Noir Z with enhanced 
applications from Android Platform. 

Samsung S3 Neo
Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo will get you on 
life's most precious and important things 
like staying in touch with the friends and 
family. Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo is a step 
ahead of  being smart, it artistically 
satisfies your daily demands by planning 
and working like you. The S Voice feature 
of  Samsung's Galaxy S3 Neo listens to 
your voice to shut off  the alarm or to 
accept or reject calls and if  thats not 
enough it's camera also listen to your 
voice for that instant click. Samsung 
Galaxy S3 Neo's Social tag features can 
automatically tag your friend and family 
in the pictures with the social feeds. direct 
call feature of  Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo is 
just amazing.

QMobile delightfully presents Noir E8 in 
high hopes to blast the competition away. 
Company is already known as a provider 
of  low-priced phones with not just good but 
remarkable features. However, this latest 
QMobile Noir E8 handset is markedly 
different from any other device from the 
company stuffed with breathtaking high 
functionalities at a reasonable price. The 
front of  QMobile Noir E8's metallic body is 
equipped with a 6.0 inch AMOLED 
display with a an eye opening resolution of  
2560 × 1440 pixels. And it does not just 
simply ends here the smart power house 
belonging to QMobile Noir E family is 
stuffed with a 64-bit, eight core Medi-
aTekHelio X10 processor with a mighty 
3GB of RAM along with the built-in flash 
drive capacity of  64GB plus.

Haier Esteem i70
Haier reveals latest Esteem i70, earlier the 
company raised curtains from its new 
budget smartphone series following the 
launch of  several electronics products in 
Pakistan. Looking at Haier Esteem i70 it 
becomes clear that engineers and design-
ers in the company has worked long on 
the design of  new products which resulted 
in Haier Esteem i series. Strict lines and 
finishes, deep black texture, all-glass front 
panel, textured back panel and the overall 
minimalist spirit, all this makes Haier 
Esteem i70's smartphone even smarter 
and at the same much more comfortable. 
Packed in an ultra-thin body of  only 
9.7mm thickness and snow-white color-
ing.

Samsung newly certified handset Galaxy 
J7 makes its appearance for j series fans. 
Classic color and original design blends 
perfectly with the broad functionalities, 
affordable price and high quality build of  
this model. After Galaxy A series, it's one 
of  the most cost effective and compact 
Galaxy J handset that perfectly comple-
ments any modern style. Main advantages 
of  the J series Galaxy includes, but not 
limited to, a powerful Android 5.1 operat-
ing system, that enables the new Galaxy 
J7 to secure fast and high-quality bench-
marks during some internal testing. Main 
camera of  J7 is a sheer work of  art carry-
ing 13 megapixels at it's best along with a 
5.0 megapixel front camera that allows 
you to take some high-quality images, 
videos and the selfies. 

Huawei seems unstoppable this time. As the 
Honor 4X got Announced, another device by 
the company thats powered by 64-Bit 
Snapdragon 410 Processor. what a phone this 
is! Huawei Honor 4X supports every network 
that exists in the universe containing the new 
4G LTE called FDD/TD networks. Huawei 
had not only made the new phone Honor 4x 
exceptional but had also priced it to be a 
pocket friendly smartphone. This new phone 
also known as Huawei Glory play 4X not 
only carries a 1.2 GHz Quad-Core snapdrag-
on 410 (MSM8916) 64-bit processor but it's 
compatible with more than Twenty network 
bands all over the world. It seems like there 
one Honor 4X model will be enough for 
whole of the world, you'll not have to wait for 
OS upgrades anymore as huawei.

QMobile 
Qmobile introduces new Noir Z10, a 
powerful phone with sleek appearance. 
The phone is built with the next genera
tion chipset technology that consumes less 
power and delivers more output. QMobile 
Noir Z10 comes with massive 3GB RAM 
that allows the phone to handle multiple 

RS.

19,900

Samsung 
Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo will get you on 
life's most precious and important things 
like staying in touch with the friends and 
family. Samsung Galaxy S3 Neo is a step 
ahead of  being smart, it artistically 
satisfies your daily demands by planning 
and working like you. The S Voice feature 

RS.

24,999

QMobile delightfully presents Noir E8 in 
high hopes to blast the competition away. 
Company is already known as a provider 
of  low-priced phones with not just good but 
remarkable features. However, this latest 
QMobile Noir E8 handset is markedly 
different from any other device from the 
company stuffed with breathtaking high 

RS.

45,000
RS.

17,999

QMobile Noir E8

Samsung Galaxy J7 Huawei Honor 4X
Samsung newly certified handset Galaxy 
J7 makes its appearance for j series fans. 
Classic color and original design blends 
perfectly with the broad functionalities, 
affordable price and high quality build of  
this model. After Galaxy A series, it's one 
of  the most cost effective and compact 
Galaxy J handset that perfectly comple

Samsung 

RS.

28,000

Huawei seems unstoppable this time. As the 
Honor 4X got Announced, another device by 
the company thats powered by 64-Bit 

is! Huawei Honor 4X supports every network 
that exists in the universe containing the new 
4G LTE called FDD/TD networks. Huawei 

RS.

25,800
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QMobile Noir Z8
Dream big with QMobile, Presenting 
stylish Noir Z8 4G LTE smartphone with 
5.0 inch super amoled high definition 
display so that you can enjoy living in a 
world of  endless possibilities. Modern high 
performance smartphone QMobile Noir 
Z8 handset is able to cope with any sort of  
problem that seize to exist in today's most 
advanced world, making the device ideal 
for both work and non stop entertainment. 
QMobile Noir Z8's solid black body has a 
powerful 1.2GHz quad-core snapdragon 
processor by Qualcomm and not one but 
2GB of RAM with 16GB of built-in 
storage. The characteristics of  new QMo-
bile Noir Z guarantees a fast and efficiently 
high end performance even working with 
the most complex and intensive.

Nokia Lumia 630
The new smartphone Nokia Lumia 630 
will not only provide you a mode of  
communication but will also boost your 
mood - Novelty from the Finnish handset 
giant, Nokia Lumia 630 has got a bright 
coloured plastic body, that will delight you 
& everyone around you with thoughts of  
summer, sun and relaxation. Nokia 
Lumia 630 has a spacious 4.5 inches 
crispy IPS clearBlack display, with a high 
resolutionof  854 x 480 pixels. Fitted with 
a quad-core processor and a 512 mega-
bytes of  RAM, Nokia Lumia 630 runs on 
Windows 8 platform. Rear camera with a 
resolution of  5 megapixels, autofocus and 
image stabilization will provide you excel-
lent quality photos and videos, strange to 
see that there is no front camera.

Sony Xperia E4
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi-
cation. This Sony model is said to be very 
compact in size and has a very minimum 
overall weight, carrying a capacious 
battery Xperia E4 will allow for a long 
time to talk and listen to the music without 
having to worry about recharging. With 
spacious amount of  internal memory 
Xperia E4 is going to be equipped with 
1GB of  RAM to make an intensive use of  
superior applications and games. 

Huawei Y6
Smartphone giant Huawei has introduced 
Y6, another entry level smartphone 
packed with LTE and a Quad-core 
1.4GHz processor. The phone is shaped in 
way that it looks a bit sluggish and revives 
2010 design. Huawei Y6 is known for its 
battery life due to its bigger removable 
battery of  2200mAh capacity that allows 
phone to be used for more than a day and 
half  on average use. Huawei’s Y6 also 
comes with traditional 8MP back unit 
with Auto-focus, Panorama and HDR 
alongside LED unit. Front camera is limit-
ed to 2.0MP and provides standard video 
recording as well. Huawei Y6’s display is 
measured at 5.0 inch giving 720x1280 HD 
resolution and provides standard 
screen-to-body ratio. 

Here we go again! Samsung Presents all new 
Galaxy Grand Prime, a smartphone with 
the ability to excel since its presence in the 
market has caused many people's attention. 
Samsung equipped it with the best of what's 
available in today's grand world after 
Samsung's careful calculations. Despite 
having considerable features, the price is 
very affordable. Question is should you join 
the world of Galaxies? having a square 
design, Prime is wrapped around in a plastic 
body with diamond polished edges, This 
Samsung's Smartphone has a pretty slim 
size bearing an exact thickness of 8.6mm. 
Plastic parts of Grand Prime are glossy so it 
is quite well resistant to dust and finger-
prints. The edges are also polished and 
rounded so that you feel comfortable.

Lenovo S90Samsung Grand Prime
Amazingly brilliant Lenovo introduces 
wonderful S90, built with perfection that 
speaks for its own, the phone incorporates 
a powerful aluminum alloy unibody 
design that gives this handset a touch of  
class. Lenovo S90 looks greater than most 
of  flagship models but comes with lowest 
price tag according to its specifications. 
Packing a great 13MP back shooter while 
8MP shooter embeds the front, both 
cameras of  Lenovo’s S90 are capable of  
HDR capturing and HD video recording. 
Due to its great design, the massive 5” IPS 
display reflects lesser lightand provides 
great result in every light condition. 
Running on Android Kitkat 4.4.2, Lenovo 
S90’s Quad-core 1.2GHz processor allows 
dual window display and supports.

Lenovo 
Amazingly brilliant Lenovo introduces 
wonderful S90, built with perfection that 
speaks for its own, the phone incorporates 
a powerful aluminum alloy unibody 
design that gives this handset a touch of  
class. Lenovo S90 looks greater than most 
of  flagship models but comes with lowest 

RS.

26,900

Y6, another entry level smartphone 
packed with LTE and a Quad-core 

way that it looks a bit sluggish and revives 
2010 design. Huawei Y6 is known for its 
battery life due to its bigger removable 

RS.

14,899

Sony 
As Sony revealed the Xperia E3 last year 
in early september not so long ago which 
proved to be quite a decent mid range 
handset now we are hearing about Xperia 
E4. Rumored to be the perfect match for 
those who appreciate smartphones as the 
best means of  real time online communi

RS.

16,000

Nokia 
The new smartphone Nokia Lumia 630 
will not only provide you a mode of  
communication but will also boost your 
mood - Novelty from the Finnish handset 
giant, Nokia Lumia 630 has got a bright 
coloured plastic body, that will delight you 
& everyone around you with thoughts of  

RS.

15,950

QMobile 
Dream big with QMobile, Presenting 
stylish Noir Z8 4G LTE smartphone with 
5.0 inch super amoled high definition 
display so that you can enjoy living in a 
world of  endless possibilities. Modern high 
performance smartphone QMobile Noir 
Z8 handset is able to cope with any sort of  

RS.

16,900

Here we go again! Samsung Presents all new 
Galaxy Grand Prime, a smartphone with 
the ability to excel since its presence in the 
market has caused many people's attention. 
Samsung equipped it with the best of what's 
available in today's grand world after 
Samsung's careful calculations. Despite 

Samsung 

RS.

19,000
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QMobile Tablet QTab Q400 refers to the budget model for everyday usage. Due to the high productivity and excellent 
image quality, QMobileQTab Q400 is highly recommended as a recreational center for games and movies, as well as 
solutions for workloads. Small children will also appreciate QMobile Tablet Q400 as an excellent tutorial. Stylish design 
plate made of  premium plastic immediately attracts the user attention. QMobile Q400 itself  - a very compact and 
lightweight. Its dimensions are only a 192x113x10.4mm. Functionality and performance is unmatchable, QMobile 
Tablet is equipped with a 7.0 inch display with a resolution of  1024x600 pixels. On QTab Q400 it's absolutely easy To 
work with a wide touch screen. High productivity corresponds to the Powerful Dual-Core processor. The amount of  
RAM on QMobileQtab to run resource-intensive applications is 1 GB.Data storage on Q400 is allocated 8 GB of  
internal memory. With the help of  MicroSD you can expand the memory up to 32 GB. QMobile'sQtab Q400 is 
equipped with a built-in Wi-Fi.  

Huawei S7-721u or MediaPad 7 Youth 2 is an entry-level 7.0-inch Android tablet. The display resolution is only 600 
x 1024 pixels, resulting pixel density of  169.4 ppi. It uses affordable chip from Qualcomm, Snapdragon 200, which 
has four ARM Cortex-A7 cores at 1.2 GHz and Adreno 130 GPU. Huawei equips it with only 4 GB of  internal 
storage including for operating system. For more storage capacity, you can insert a microSD card up to 32 
GB.There’s a 3.2 MP camera on the back with 720p recording capability. The other camera is 0.3 MP. Cellular 
network is supported on tablet which runs Android 4.3 Jelly Bean out of  the box. Maximum data transfer speed over 
cellular network is HSPA+ 21 Mbps. Connectivity features on this 7.0-inch tablet are Bluetooth 3.0 with A2DP, 
Wi-Fi 802.11b/g/n, microUSB 2.0, and DLNA. With thickness of  9.9 mm and weight of  350 grams, it’s equipped 
also with Lithium-polymer 4100 mAh battery.

Huawei S7-721U

QMobile Presents Tablet QTab Q850, for all your education & entertainment needs. Correct your posture & 
show off  your style with the cool new QMobile QTAB Q850. Grab the most awaited, slim & stylish tablet in the 
market and carry all your infotainment on QTab Q850's 8GB Internal Memory. A modern tablet that combines 
the use of  advanced intelligent technologies and innovative design. QMobile'sQTab Q850 is capable of  hitting 
its high performance as it is equipped with all modern standards. Having a powerful 1.3 GHz Quad core proces-
sor, Q Tab Q850 packs a brilliant 8.0 inch XGA IPS display which is sure to provide a superior quality image 
reproduction and wide viewing angles. QTab's revolutionary design makes it unique in its kind, loaded with a 
complete Gigabyte of  RAM you'll never run out of  the performance. QMobileQTab Q850 comes loaded with a 
magnificent 5.0 MP camera with autofocus to get quality photos that are splendid in appearance. Wait coz 
QMobile Q850 has a noble front camera too for video calling &selfies that are elegant and exceptional in its 
kind. 

QMobile Q850 QTAB

QMobile Q400 QTAB

Huawei Honor Play Mediapad T1(T1-701u) Features  a 7.0-inch IPS LCD display with 600 x 1024 pixels resolution 
(WSVGA),1GB RAM&16GB ROM storage.it support external storage up to 32GB .It have the front and rear camera 
with CMOS image sensor. support   Bluetooth and Wi-Fi 802.11 b / g / n (2.4GHz), micro USB,3.5mm audio slot 
and GPS function.The Huawei Honor Play Mediapad T1(T1-701u) run on EMUI 3.0 based on Android 4.4 and 
powered by a build-in 4,100mAh battery.7.0-inch WSVGA IPS LCD display1.2GHz Spreadtrum SC7731G 
quad-core, 1GB RAM/16GB ROM, microSD slot, 2MP / 2MP camera, Android 4.4 KitKat, GSM and 3G network, 
Dual GPS/GLONASS/,4,100mAh non-removable battery.

Huawei T1 - 701U

image quality, QMobileQTab Q400 is highly recommended as a recreational center for games and movies, as well as 

plate made of  premium plastic immediately attracts the user attention. QMobile Q400 itself  - a very compact and 
lightweight. Its dimensions are only a 192x113x10.4mm. Functionality and performance is unmatchable, QMobile 
Tablet is equipped with a 7.0 inch display with a resolution of  1024x600 pixels. On QTab Q400 it's absolutely easy To 

RS.

11,900

RS.13,900

Huawei S7-721u or MediaPad 7 Youth 2 is an entry-level 7.0-inch Android tablet. The display resolution is only 600 
x 1024 pixels, resulting pixel density of  169.4 ppi. It uses affordable chip from Qualcomm, Snapdragon 200, which 
has four ARM Cortex-A7 cores at 1.2 GHz and Adreno 130 GPU. Huawei equips it with only 4 GB of  internal 
storage including for operating system. For more storage capacity, you can insert a microSD card up to 32 
GB.There’s a 3.2 MP camera on the back with 720p recording capability. The other camera is 0.3 MP. Cellular 
network is supported on tablet which runs Android 4.3 Jelly Bean out of  the box. Maximum data transfer speed over 
cellular network is HSPA+ 21 Mbps. Connectivity features on this 7.0-inch tablet are Bluetooth 3.0 with A2DP, 

Huawei 

RS.

16,000

RS.14,500
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QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a phablet that is hardly conventional yet an incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of Z family released earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in general but also in the lineup of QMobile Noir Z family. By itself, it is a Large smart-
phone with a slim and trimmed body. Dimensions are still compact even considering it as a phablet. Design of QMobile 
Noir Z8 Plus is intentionally made very succinct, that seems to be inviting everyone openly to take a closer look at its techni-
cal specs. QMobile Noir Z8's Plus is a phablet that you can safely brag about to your friends. Grab unlimited opportunities 
as the processor of the new QMobile Z8 Plus uses a new and powerful Qualcomm Snapdragon chipset with super fast 
Quad-core technology, clocked at 1.2 GHz. And that's not all,QMobile Noir Plus phablet is equipped with not just one 
gigabyte but complete 2GB of RAM to complete the image of a high-performance model. 

QMobile Noir Z8 Plus

Haier releases powerful premium smartphone Esteem i80, the phone packs a powerful Octa-core processor clocked at 
1.4GHz and not just that but it is embedded in an energy efficient 6592 chipset by MediaTek. Haier Esteem i80 comes 
in a great metallic body that brightens the metallic features of  the phone, it houses a great 5inch HD IPS display 
running on a Mali GPU that further increase efficiency of  Haier’s Esteem i80 and allows it to run high graphics 
rendering games for a longer period of  time. Phone runs a great Android 4.4 kitkat OS out of  the box which is known 
for its great multitasking features including great Dual window support. Haier Esteem i80's camera unit on back holds 
a 13MP Autofocus snapperassisted by a LED Flash. Camera features include HDR, OIS and Panorama support with 
1080P video recording. Esteem i80 by Haier houses a small but considerably powerful 5MP selfie snapper on the 
front; it sits on the top center of  the screen just by the side of  speaker grill. To deal with multitasking and burden of  
heavy applications, Haier i80 embeds a powerful 2GB DDR3 RAM. To provide endless entertainment on the go with 
heavy and loud sound, powerful metal speakers are implanted on the great Haier Esteem's i80 so that you can watch 
movies in HD and enjoy theatre quality sound. Be social, be everywhere with the help of  blazing fast 3G internet 
service provided in your phenomenal Haier Esteem i80 and share it with your gang via Wi-Fi hotspot. 

Haier Esteem i80

Above prices are subject to change as per market

Here comes Huawei with mighty G8 declaring war on its competitors, utterly without any doubt it's a stylish smart-
phone carrying its expertise in every possible department. The all new Huawei G8 is a successor to the not much older 
model G7 but is bigger, better and powerful and it looks as if  they are challenging the smartphone giants with this 
massive phone packing great features. Huawei’s G8 is equipped with latest features and is enclosed in a metal body to 
save it from dust and crashes. It is elegantly designed phone with round edges and slim shape. Huawei G8’s Octa-Core 
(two Quad-core processors of  1.5 and 1.0), Snapdragon Processor and RAM of  3GB runs the Android Lollipop 5.1 
operating system with pre-loaded GUI for enhanced features. With Huawei giant G8 the company has rolled out this 
Smartphone in two variants i.e. 3GB version with 32GB storage and other is 2GB version with 16GB storage capacity. 
Both Huawei handsets are soon going to be available as G8 with different editions in the markets all across Pakistan. 
Like its predecessor, it is equipped with Dual-SIM functionality but holds slightly less pixel density i.e. 

Huawei G8 Duos

Make life easier, brighter and much more interesting with Samsung Galaxy S5. This new stylish flagship has received 
unprecedented popularity in the market instantly after it's launch. With several new unbeatable features like "S Health" 
and Heart rate sensor, Samsung Galaxy S5 comes with a technology designed to simplify and beautify user's everyday 
life. It seems like an average slim & smart device at first glance but Samsung Galaxy S5's thin body managed to combine 
several useful features whether it's about promoting healthy lifestyle or packing a whole portable multimedia center 
inside for first-class mobile entertainment.Samsung Galaxy S IV by Samsung is aimed at a wide audience, targeting 
consumers of  every age and social group with an appeal to both young and older people. Now boosting a much more 
enhanced 16MP HDR Camera with LED flash, Galaxy's S5 can take detailed photos with 5312 x 2988 pixels resolution 
and not just that the "Fast Auto Focus" feature lets you shoot and capture action as it's happening. There's also a new 
feature called HDR on Samsung Galaxy S5 to provide you much more vivid and brighter photos and videos in Extreme 
light or dark situations with a live natural light preview. Selective focus on it allows you to focus on the subject only 
while taking the photos by stressing on the topic and leaving the background blurry and out of  focus. 

Samsung Galaxy S5

QMobile proudly presents Noir Z8 Plus, a phablet that is hardly conventional yet an incredibly stylish smartphone and an 
upgrade to the king of Z family released earlier, QMobile's Noir Z8, the younger brother. In fact, it is a novelty not only in 
the market for digital technology in general but also in the lineup of QMobile Noir Z family. By itself, it is a Large smart
phone with a slim and trimmed body. Dimensions are still compact even considering it as a phablet. Design of QMobile 
Noir Z8 Plus is intentionally made very succinct, that seems to be inviting everyone openly to take a closer look at its techni
cal specs. QMobile Noir Z8's Plus is a phablet that you can safely brag about to your friends. Grab unlimited opportunities 

QMobile 

RS.

20,999

RS.43,000

RS.

19,500

RS.41,000
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QMobile L1
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with a 
whole new lineup of mobile phonesthat 
differs apart from the old and more rounded 
type of design and dim colors. QMobile L1 
has hundred of preset and pre installedbol-
lywood ringtones where as it also supports 
"Handset Locator" feature. Power phone 
packs a supplied battery of 1000mAh. So 
QMobile's L1 will always keep you going, 
one battery charge is sufficient for an opera-
tion of up to 15 hours of talk time and up to 
170 hours of standby time. QMobile L1's 
ANI or automatic number identification 
feature allows you to see the caller's 
complete phone number, even if  he tries to 
hide it. In QMobile sharp L1, all calls are 
kept recorded in the memory of the device 
and are available at your doorstep.

Haier Klassic H100
Phone Factor Bar SIM card Dual SIM 
card Dual Standby 2G Network 
GSM900/1800Mhz Messaging SMS 
LCD size 2.4 inch QVGA 240*320 resolu-
tion Physical Memory size 32 Mb(ROM) 
+ 32 Mb(RAM) Capacity of  Micro SD 16 
GB Battery 1000mAh Rear Camera Smart 
Camera USB cable Yes (micro 5pin USB) 
FM Radio Yes (Wireless) Torch YesCam-
eraRear Resolution Smart Camera 
Supported Video MP4, 3GP, AVI Torch 
Yes

Club A72
Club Pleasurably adherents new mobile 
addition A72 to it's already successful 
family. Club Mobile A72 will not disap-
point you, among the main advantages are 
the Dual-SIM active support, very large 
display of  2.8 inches and microSD support 
up to 32GB. Club A72 enjoys the presence 
of  a smart digital camera without flash so 
that you never miss saving all those cheer-
ful moments. According to many, Club's 
A72 is the best bar phone in its price catego-
ry with the longest battery backup. Upon 
closer examination Club Mobile's A72 
looks really stylish with thin piece of  plastic 
back. Large 2.8 inch TFT display occupies 
most of  the Club A72's face. Rear camera 
produces some really decent.

Voice V125
Voice produces durable V125 that'll run up 
to months of  standby time, and up to many 
hours of  talk time. Voice V125 packs an 
impressive longlife battery, having a capaci-
ty of  750mAh it can go on and on. Voice's 
V125 has adapted an appealing 1.8 inches 
display to excite your attention and 
feelings. The digital camera of  V125 by 
Voice will always be there at your side and 
in your sight to capture the moment in utter 
confidence. Just to let you know, Voice 
V125's FM Radio not only can play your 
favourite stations but it can also record 
them with just a single click. Listen to the 
voice of  your heart and grab the right 
companion to cater all your needs. Orga-
nize your life with Voice V125, keep your 
contacts separate into 2 groups.

GFive Z12
Dual Sim Active Phone
Smart Digital Camera + LED Flash
GPRS / EDGE / WAP / SMS
Audio / Video Player + Internet Apps
No Web Browser Installed in it (Opera 
etc.)
High Sound Super Quality Speaker
Stereo FM Radio + Games
2.4" Inches HD LCD Screen
1200 mAh Battery

Nokia 105
The Nokia 105 gives you up to 12.5 hours 
of  talk time, & you can leave it on stand-
by for up to 35 days, With all that juice in 
the tank, it keeps going as long as you do, 
Make a statement with the Nokia 105’s 
color screen & bold body, available in 
cyan or black, & its bright, simple looks 
are complemented by a durable, dust & 
splash proof  keypad that keep your 
phone working well, TheNokia 105 
comes with FM radio so all you need is a 
headset to tap into a world of  music, Plus 
it comes loaded with up to five great 
games, including Sudoku and Cricket 
Cup, The Nokia 105 packs a super 
efficient battery to give you up to up to 
12.5 hours of  talk time & up to a whop-
ping 35 days of  standby.  

RS.

2,730

GFive 
Dual Sim Active Phone
Smart Digital Camera + LED Flash
GPRS / EDGE / WAP / SMS
Audio / Video Player + Internet Apps
No Web Browser Installed in it (Opera 
etc.)
High Sound Super Quality Speaker

RS.

1,650

RS.

1,475

Club 
Club Pleasurably adherents new mobile 
addition A72 to it's already successful 
family. Club Mobile A72 will not disap
point you, among the main advantages are 
the Dual-SIM active support, very large 
display of  2.8 inches and microSD support 
up to 32GB. Club A72 enjoys the presence 

RS.

2,100

Haier 
Phone Factor Bar SIM card Dual SIM 
card Dual Standby 2G Network 
GSM900/1800Mhz Messaging SMS 
LCD size 2.4 inch QVGA 240*320 resolu
tion Physical Memory size 32 Mb(ROM) 
+ 32 Mb(RAM) Capacity of  Micro SD 16 
GB Battery 1000mAh Rear Camera Smart 

RS.

2,199

QMobile 
Here comes QMobile new model L1 with a 
whole new lineup of mobile phonesthat 
differs apart from the old and more rounded 
type of design and dim colors. QMobile L1 
has hundred of preset and pre installedbol
lywood ringtones where as it also supports 
"Handset Locator" feature. Power phone 

RS.

1,490
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GFive A98
Dual Sim / Dual Standby Smartphone
2G and 3G Network Supported Smart-
phone, Android Ver 4.4 KiT-KaT Operat-
ing System, 4 GB Internal Storage + 512 
MB RAM, 5.0 Megapixle autofocus Back 
Camera + Flash, 1.3 Megapixel Front 
Camera, MicroSD Support upto 32 GB 
MMC, 1.3 GHz Quad Core ARM 
Cortex-A7 Processor, 5.0" FWVGA 
(480x900) Capacitive touch Screen
GPRS + EDGE + SPEED + Wi-FI + FM 
Radio, GFive Store + Update System + 
Wi-Fi Input Device + After Sales
GFiveXender + DU BAttery + DU Speed 
For Performance

GFive G6 Plus
GFive President G6 the most economical 
and cost effective Quad Core smartphone 
designed for young and dynamic people 
who want to stay connected anytime 
anywhere GFive President G6 s Andorid 
operating system gives you everything you 
expect of  a smartphone great apps faster 
download Wi-Fi connection and a much 
attractive user interface GFives President 
G6 is your door to a new world.

GFive G10 OC
GFive presents President G10 now in 
Octa-Core Technology. Gfive President 
G10Octa Core is the most awaited local 
gadget of  2014. Externally, the smart-
phone does not differ much from its prede-
cessor Gfive President G10 apart from a 
smaller 5.0 inch Display. Other major 
internal differences include Built-in 
Memory reduced to 16GB, Front Cam is 
reduced to 8MP and of  course Gfive's G10 
Octa core comes with an octa-core proces-
sor. The grip is very comfortable in the 
hand, despite of  GFive President G10 
Octa's considerable dimensions. Fast as a 
flash, performance wise Gfive G10 Octa 
has an 8-core processor clocked at 1.7 
GHz, which in tandem with 1GB of  RAM 
provides an enviable performance. 

Gfive Smart 5
Gfive gaining influence over Pakistan’s 
mobile phone market launches Gfive 
President Smart 5. A large HD display of  
5.0 Inches display is what one desires. 
Enhanced color display delivers the best 
experience one can get. Likewise, Gfive 
President Smart 5 is manufactured to be 
distinctively slim, light in weight and sleek. 
The eye-catching design does not only 
appear to be good but, the ergonomic 
shape of  the phone makes it fit user’s 
palms!

GFive GPad 702
Without SIM PC Tablet (No Sim Insert)
1.3 GHz ARM Cortex-A7 Quad Core 
Processor
7.0" Inches WSVGA IPS (1024x600) 
Screen Display
Full Screen HD Capacitive Touch Screen, 
16M Colors
Android ver 4.4 KiTKaT Operating 
System
8.0 GB Internal Storage + 512 MB RAM
2.0 Megapixels HD Back Camera + VGA 
Front Camera
Radio + WLAN + Bluetooth + Social 
Media Applications
2700mAh Li-ion Battery

GFive GPad 706
Dual Sim / Dual Standby PC Tablet
2G and 3G Network Supported GPad
1.2 GHz ARM Cortex-A7 Quad Core 
Processor
7.0" Inches WSVGA IPS (1024x600) 
Screen Display
Full Screen HD Capacitive Touch 
Screen, 16M Colors
Android ver 4.4 KiTKaT Operating 
System
8.0 GB Internal Storage + 512 MB 
RAM
2.0 Megapixels HD Back Camera + 
VGA Front Camera
GPRS + EDGE + 3G + GPS/A-GPS + 
Radio + WLAN + Bluetooth
2500mAh Li-ion Battery

GFive 
Dual Sim / Dual Standby Smartphone
2G and 3G Network Supported Smart
phone, Android Ver 4.4 KiT-KaT Operat
ing System, 4 GB Internal Storage + 512 
MB RAM, 5.0 Megapixle autofocus Back 
Camera + Flash, 1.3 Megapixel Front 
Camera, MicroSD Support upto 32 GB 

RS.

6,500

GFive
GFive President G6 the most economical 
and cost effective Quad Core smartphone 
designed for young and dynamic people 
who want to stay connected anytime 
anywhere GFive President G6 s Andorid 
operating system gives you everything you 
expect of  a smartphone great apps faster 

RS.

7,500

GFive 
GFive presents President G10 now in 
Octa-Core Technology. Gfive President 
G10Octa Core is the most awaited local 
gadget of  2014. Externally, the smart
phone does not differ much from its prede
cessor Gfive President G10 apart from a 
smaller 5.0 inch Display. Other major 

RS.

10,000

GFive presents President G10 now in 
Octa-Core Technology. Gfive President 
G10Octa Core is the most awaited local 
gadget of  2014. Externally, the smart-
phone does not differ much from its prede-
cessor Gfive President G10 apart from a 
smaller 5.0 inch Display. Other major 
internal differences include Built-in 
Memory reduced to 16GB, Front Cam is 
reduced to 8MP and of  course Gfive's G10 
Octa core comes with an octa-core proces-
sor. The grip is very comfortable in the 
hand, despite of  GFive President G10 
Octa's considerable dimensions. Fast as a 
flash, performance wise Gfive G10 Octa 

distinctively slim, light in weight and sleek. 
The eye-catching design does not only 
appear to be good but, the ergonomic 
shape of  the phone makes it fit user’s 
palms!

mobile phone market launches Gfive 
President Smart 5. A large HD display of  

Enhanced color display delivers the best 

President Smart 5 is manufactured to be 

RS.

5,500

GFive 
Without SIM PC Tablet (No Sim Insert)
1.3 GHz ARM Cortex-A7 Quad Core 
Processor
7.0" Inches WSVGA IPS (1024x600) 
Screen Display
Full Screen HD Capacitive Touch Screen, 

RS.

5,500

GFive 
Dual Sim / Dual Standby PC Tablet
2G and 3G Network Supported GPad
1.2 GHz ARM Cortex-A7 Quad Core 
Processor
7.0" Inches WSVGA IPS (1024x600) 
Screen Display
Full Screen HD Capacitive Touch 

RS.

7,500
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QMobile Magnus X6i 

Haier Pursuit G10

Voice Xtreme V10i

Samsung J1 Ace
Qmobile gives you Magnus X6i, a stylishly 
compact and functional Android smart-
phone carrying not one but two SIM card 
slots, to make you reach a higher productivi-
ty goal. QMobile Magnus X6i has enough 
performance capacity to cope with any of 
the everyday tasks that are thrown at this 
modern smartphone. The operating system 
on QMobile Magnus X is powered by 
Android's latest version in combination with 
a super fast processor clocked at 1.0 GHz. 
Stuffed with a necessary enough RAM, 
QMobile Magnus X6i's internal memory is 
expandable with external microSD memory 
cards that are supported upto 32 gigabytes.  
Large high-quality display will give you 
bright and natural colors on QMobile's 
Magnus X6i.

Samsung unveils Stylish and modern 
Galaxy J1, to take care of user’s Ace budget 
and allow 3G interactions with enhanced 
battery life, newly released phone offers 
great compatibility and enhanced user 
support. Samsung Galaxy J1 Ace comes 
with great specifications, for example it 
includes a 4.4 Android and 1.2Quad Core 
processor for improved overall operations 
and battery efficiency. Coming with Super 
AMOLED 4.3 inch screen, Samsung’s 
Galaxy J1 Ace is beautifully crafted phone 
that allows every kind of operation on palm 
of your hand. The phone is designed for 
those who keep pace with time as Samsung 
Galaxy J1’s rounded back provides excellent 
holding position and front is designed.

Haier has pushed its new Pursuit G10 smart 
handset into the market with high hopes to 
outperform all the other budget smart-
phones. Small priced phone packing big 
power, the all new Haier Pursuit G10 is 
available in two color variants i.e. all black 
and pure white. 4.0 inch WVGA screen that 
provides 480x800 standard pixel display, the 
phone is meant for daily average usage. 
Haier’s Pursuit G10 is crammed with digital 
sensor on its 5.0 megapixel back camera 
with a bright flash that provides better 
picture result and enhanced video capturing. 
Haier Pursuit G10’s Processor is a Dual 
Core, clocked at 1.2GHz with 512MB 
RAM which is pretty low for Android 4.4.2 
kitkat but will be able to run smoothly if  you 
are patient enough. 

Microsoft Lumia 430
New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of less than 100 euros 
which is clearly designed to help the beginners. 
Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, Lumia 430 has a 
reasonable resolution of 800 x 480 pixels. In 
the small display size which gives a pixel 
density of 235 ppi, The processor of Microsoft 
is Qualcomm's Dual core Snapdragon having 
a Lumia clock speed of 1.2 GHz. The RAM is 
1GB as we usually see in the Android smart-
phones. The built-in flash memory of 8GB is 
quite big, a slot for micro SD cards is installed 
on the new Lumia. it supports both UMTS 
frequencies 900 and 2100 MHz and 
quad-bandGSM networks. LTE is not present. 
Wireless Lan is also present in the Lumia 430 
at a frequency of 2.4 GHz.

Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for youth. 
Voice Xtreme V10i adds convenience to 
your busy and hectic life. More than ever, 
you'll not want to get unglued from your 
Voice V10i for nothing! This new and 
modern smartphone adds not only a beauti-
ful design, but also represents innovation, 
practicality and yes lots and lots of fun! 
With Xtreme V10i by Voice, you'll not only 
be connected to the virtual world but can 
also access and monitor social networks. 
One can also follow everything with Voice's 
Xtreme V10i that goes on the small screen. 
Yes, install a digital TV app from play store 
and voila! Getting bored? enjoy non-stop 
games, novels, movies and more.

QMobile Linq X70
Introducing QMobile premium smart-
phone LinQ X70, an elegant model for an 
infinite communication experience that has 
never been seen before. Available in many 
stunning colors, the new QMobileLinQ 
X70 is the first model of it's stylishseries 
that will allow you to stay in touch with all 
of your family and friends. This compact 
model of QMobileLinQ X family is 
designed for two SIM-cards that will save 
you the time while choosing between the 
two operators. And not only that but QMo-
bileLinQ X70's Dual-SIM feature allows 
you to separate business and personal calls. 
The smartphone also has a long life battery 
with a good capacity of 1500 mAh. QMo-
bile'sLinQ X70 not just allows you to 
communicate over a long.

RS.

7,050

Voice 
Here comes another! Voice have launched 
Xtreme V10i, for a much smarter and pure 
android life experience, especially for youth. 
Voice Xtreme V10i adds convenience to 
your busy and hectic life. More than ever, 
you'll not want to get unglued from your 
Voice V10i for nothing! This new and 

RS.

3,900

New Microsoft handset, the Lumia 430 is 
launched at a price of less than 100 euros 
which is clearly designed to help the beginners. 
Having a 4.0 inch IPS screen, Lumia 430 has a 
reasonable resolution of 800 x 480 pixels. In 
the small display size which gives a pixel 

RS.

7,950

Haier 
Haier has pushed its new Pursuit G10 smart 
handset into the market with high hopes to 
outperform all the other budget smart
phones. Small priced phone packing big 
power, the all new Haier Pursuit G10 is 
available in two color variants i.e. all black 
and pure white. 4.0 inch WVGA screen that 

RS.

6,500

Samsung 
Samsung unveils Stylish and modern 
Galaxy J1, to take care of user’s Ace budget 
and allow 3G interactions with enhanced 
battery life, newly released phone offers 
great compatibility and enhanced user 
support. Samsung Galaxy J1 Ace comes 
with great specifications, for example it 

RS.

11,999

QMobile 
Qmobile gives you Magnus X6i, a stylishly 
compact and functional Android smart
phone carrying not one but two SIM card 
slots, to make you reach a higher productivi
ty goal. QMobile Magnus X6i has enough 
performance capacity to cope with any of 
the everyday tasks that are thrown at this 

RS.

4,500
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QMobile R2000
Another QMobile touch phone R2000 
makes it way to the Pakistani mobile 
phone market to pit you in control of  your 
life, as they say, Your life, your way. 
Switch to QMobile R2000 and see your 
life getting transformed in front of  your 
own eyes, Alter the whole looks to suit 
your personal taste and requirements. 
With New QMobile R2000, gone are the 
days when you tend to miss the important 
alerts but Now! It's impossible to miss 
anything as the latest is under your finger-
tips. QMobile's R2000 makes the content 
come alive streaming all the infotainment 
tsunami right in to your personal galaxy 
through its 3.5 inch TFT HVGA screen, 
that glitters like gold. QMobile R2000's 
Smartcam is always on standby so capture

QMobile R3000
QMobile touch screen R3000 is represent-
ed in the domestic market by a company 
which ranks first in Pakistan in terms of  
sales followed by Samsung and Huawei. 
QMobile R3000 is a new addition to the 
already popular brand that enjoys uncon-
ditional recognition for its products in the 
country with millions of  inhabitants. 
QMobile's R3000 can be called a budget 
phone but with bulk of  smart features so 
pay very close attention to the inherent 
characteristics of  the non android java 
phone. QMobile Touch R3000 is operat-
ing on java platform having small plastic 
body, pleasant gray plastic pleases the eye. 
It can easily be put in a front pocket of  a 
jacket, backpack or purse. 

QMobile Bolt T200
QMobile reveals colorful Bolt T200 
having powerful Quad-Core processor, 
Dual SIM slot and full 3G support. 
Designed and Manufactured in strict 
monolithic body with multi colors, QMo-
bile Bolt T200 is a new word in the design-
ing world of  stylish smartphones with a 
nice touch at the rear panel. Soft to touch 
material and QMobile Bolt T200's slightly 
rounded corners are not only beautiful but 
also convenient for daily use. Comfort is 
dictated all over by the size of  this QMo-
bile Bolt T device and a bright 4.7 inch 
display with a hefty resolution of  800 x 
480 pixels is convenient enough.

GFive Shark 1
Experience GFive President Shark 1, an 
appealing handset with notable features 
and standard performance to brighten 
your digital life and entertain your days. 
GFive President Shark is known for its 
faster 3G connectivity and smart 
looks.Watch videos or read E-books on 
3.5” WVGA screen and expand your 
applicationlibrary with GFive President 
Shark 1’s smart 4.2 android OS. The 
company was first to introduce 
Quad-Core processors in Pakistan and 
keeps surprising users with improved 
handsets. GFive President is among spark-
ing phones that ensure higher battery life 
and amazing 3G performance. Small 
RAM of  256MB raises many questions.

GFive FT01
 It’s a Sleek and Smart Phone with Dual 
SIM option! G Five FT01 is a Dual Sim / 
Dual Standby Phone features 3.5 inches 
display size which supports HVGA touch 
screen, 256K colors and 320x480 pixel 
resolution. FT01 holds 0.3 Megapixel 
back-end flash camera and video record-
ing that allow you to capture your 
precious moments of  life. G Five FT01 
provides microSD Support up to 8 GB, to 
store your data on it. It contains all the 
data application includes Bluetooth with 
A2DP, GPRS + EDGE + USB v.2.0 and 
WLAN and supports all the apps of  net. 
FT01 runs on G Five’s OS. The battery 
capacity of  G Five FT01 is 1200 mAh 
Li-ion, which gives standby up to 600hrs.

GFive FT03
Simple Yet Dual SIM Phone! G Five 
FT03 is a stylish bar type phone that 
contains 3.5 inches TFT LCD display 
with soft-touch screen of  320 x 480 pixel 
resolution. FT03 gives bandwidth of  
900/1800. The phone weighs just 101g 
and having a thickness of  12.9mm that 
makes it easy to carry. It contains VGA 
back-end camera. G Five FT03 has all 
the main data application in it includes 
Bluetooth, JAVA, WAP and Expansion 
Card. FT03 has additional functions of  
Alarm, Calendar, Calculator, To Do list, 
Notepad and TXT Reader. The phone 
can be your entertainer in your leisure 
time as it features analog TV, Music 
player, Video player and FM radio. G 
Five FT03 gives battery capacity of  1600 

RS.

2,295

GFive 
 It’s a Sleek and Smart Phone with Dual 
SIM option! G Five FT01 is a Dual Sim / 
Dual Standby Phone features 3.5 inches 
display size which supports HVGA touch 
screen, 256K colors and 320x480 pixel 
resolution. FT01 holds 0.3 Megapixel 
back-end flash camera and video record
ing that allow you to capture your 

RS.

2,195

Experience GFive President Shark 1, an 

your digital life and entertain your days. 

faster 3G connectivity and smart 
looks.Watch videos or read E-books on 

RS.

2,699

QMobile
QMobile reveals colorful Bolt T200 
having powerful Quad-Core processor, 
Dual SIM slot and full 3G support. 
Designed and Manufactured in strict 
monolithic body with multi colors, QMo
bile Bolt T200 is a new word in the design

RS.

5,350

QMobile 
QMobile touch screen R3000 is represent
ed in the domestic market by a company 
which ranks first in Pakistan in terms of  
sales followed by Samsung and Huawei. 
QMobile R3000 is a new addition to the 
already popular brand that enjoys uncon
ditional recognition for its products in the 

RS.

2,950

QMobile 
Another QMobile touch phone R2000 
makes it way to the Pakistani mobile 
phone market to pit you in control of  your 
life, as they say, Your life, your way. 
Switch to QMobile R2000 and see your 
life getting transformed in front of  your 
own eyes, Alter the whole looks to suit 

RS.

2,650
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